
SECTION II: ISLAMIC RELIGIOUS 
EDUCATION 
61. The following are lessons from surah Al

Lahab except one. Which one?
A. Bad plans can never succeed
B. Evil will cause downfall
C. Allah will punish evil doers
D. Disbelievers will enter paradise.

62. 'Fadhalikala 'adhi yadhu 'ul yatim. 'This
verse is found in surah
A. Al- Maun
B. Al-Masad
C. Al-Zilzalah
D. Al-Qafirun.

63. In which of the following surah does Allah
promises man that for every difficulty
comes relief?
A. Al-Kauthar
B. Al-Masad
C. Al-Inshirah
D. Al-Qafirun

64. A lesson that Muslim learn from surah
Al-Kafirun i�. that

65. 

A. a clear border should be put in
worshipping.

B. Allah has close associates.
C. Muslims should tolerate by worshiping

like others.
D. anyone can believe in gods.

Which two aspects of the religion have been 
emphasised in surah Al-Bayyinah? 
A. Swalat and Hajj
B. Swalat and Zakat
C. Zakat and Ramadhan
D. Zakat and Hajj
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68. 

69. 

70. 

71. 

Which one among these phrases is not 
mentioned in the Adhan? 
A. Allahu Akbar
B. Kadiqamatuh Swalah
C. Laillaha Illallah
D. Haiyallal Swallah.

Which one among these conditions does not 
necessitate Tayammum? 
A. Water being inadequate
B. Water being cold
C. Water being surrounded by enemies
D. A skin condition or disease to the user.

Which one among the following actions 
nullifies swalah? 
A. Talking while praying
B. Facing Qibla
C. Taking wudhu before swalah
D. covering aura.

According to the eating habits taught by the 
prophet (p.b.u.h) one should 
A. eat with a spoon
B. eat everything on the plate
C. eat while standing
D. eat what is before him.

72. Which statement is true about Hajj?

73. 

74. 

A. It is a pillar of Iman
B. It is a pillar of Islam
C. It is faradh to all Muslim
D. It is the pillar of Islam.

HIV/AIDS is a major cause of death. Which 
one is the best way for school children to 
use to avoid it? 
A. Avoiding people infected
B. Being faithful
C. Abstinence
D. Having one partner.

66, \V1ncb among the following is not a sign of a 
hyl)o...:rite? 

Which is the best action for Omar to taKe 
when he finds a poor man begging at ll1cir 
gate as he goes to school? 

A. Telling lies
B. Breaking a promise
C. Does not pray
D. Does not keep a trust.

A. Pray for him and send him away
B. Chase him and call police
C. Adopt him as a brother
D. Give him food and try find job for hir.1.

67. Complete the hadith, 'he is not a believer
75. Which is the correct order of events that

takes place immediately a child is born?
A. who annoys others
B. who annoys parents
C. who kills enemies

D. who does not pray.

A. Iqama, tahniq, aqiqah, adhan
B. Tahniq, adhan, iqama, haqiqa
C. Iqama, adhan, tahniq, aqiqah

D. Aqiqah, adhan, iqama, tahniq
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76. Who among the following prophets was given 84. Who was the first caliphate in Islam?
suhuf? A. OmarR.A
A. Muhammad B. Ibrahim B. Abubakar R.A
C. Musa D. Daud

C. Ali R.A

77. Which one of these pillars of the religion is D. UthmanR.A

a gate pass to Islam?
A. Swalah B. Shahada 85. The following is the meaning of the word
C. Zakat D. Ramadhan Taqwa. Which is the correct one?

A. Fear of Allah
78. On your way home, you meet a black cat B. Believing in Allah

drawning. What is the best thing to do? C. Oneness of Allah
A. Stone it

D. Worshipping Allah
B. Run home
C. Save it
D. Avoid the route. 86. You have been invited by a friend for a

birthday party. On ariving, you notice alcohol
79. Who among the following gave the idea of is served. What is the best thing for you to

constructing a trench? do?
A. Musab bin Umeir A. Drink soft drink
B. Zubeir bin Awad B. Tum down the offer and go back home
C. Salman Al-Farsi
D. Umar bin Khatab C. Warn them but take eventually

D. Call the police.

80. According to the teachings of the prophet
(S.A.W) on trade, which one of these 87. The following are terms used while swearing.
activities is haram in trade? Which one is not?
A. Purchasing of goods in bulk A. Wallahi
B. Purchasing of goods on credit B. Tallahi
C. Giving out loans with interest C. Billahi
D. Making huge profits.

D. Bismillahi

81. Which one of these commonalities in Islam
emphasizes on the importance of 88. The main cause of spreading HIV/ AIDS is

punctuality? A. blood transfusion
A. Adhan B. Wudhu B. sexual intercourse
C. Hajj D. Swalat C. using sharp objects

82. Hamza, your classmate, has been fasting.
D. mother to child

Suddenly he accidentally sip water. What
89. Which one of the following attributes of Allahadvice would you give him?

A. Break the fast and eat is correctly matched?

B. Drink enough water and continue fasting A. Al-Qahhar - inventor

C. Spit the water and continue fasting B. Al-Malik - the peaceful
D. Break the fast until the next Ramadhan. C. Al-Ghaffar - the forgiver

83. Which one of the following is the main reason
D. Al-Khaliq - provider

why the Muslims were defeated in the battle
90. The main reason why the Arabs came to the

ofUhud?
A. Muslims were fearful and few coast of East Africa was

B. Muslims had inferior weapons and A. to spread Islam

disunited B. for intermarriage
C. Muslims had suffered a great loss in Badr C. to trade
D. Muslims disobeyed the prophet. D. to stop slave trade.




